Establishing an evaluation mode with multiple primary outcomes based on combination of diseases and symptoms in TCM clinical trials
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Abstract: The development of a scientific evaluation tool is a prerequisite to reflect the efficacy of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM). At present, separate analysis of each outcome is the most commonly used method in randomized controlled trials (RCTs) of TCM, while this method has been reported to have some limitations. Combination evaluation of multiple primary outcomes including diseases and symptoms can reflect the efficacy of TCM comprehensively and objectively. Now, several multivariate statistical methods have been proposed to analyze RCTs with multiple clinical outcomes. In this article, we highlighted the two commonly used methods, global statistical test (GST) methodology and alpha-adjustment procedures, and introduced an evaluation mode. First, we used one stage adaptive adjustment strategy to estimate the correlation among multiple primary outcomes in blindness, which can resolve the inappropriate correlation estimation among multiple primary outcomes, then we introduced an adaptation of the Bonferroni procedure which can account for correlated data to calculate the alpha of individual outcome. GST using O’Brien ranking procedure and the corresponding global treatment effect (GTE) measure were used to assess the treatment’s global impact. We will conduct a randomized, double-blind, controlled trial with compound Danshen dripping pills for stable angina to explore establishing the evaluation mode. We hope that the introduction of this approach can provide methodological aid for the assessment of therapeutic effect of TCM.
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Introduction

Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are widely accepted as the “gold standard” for comparing different therapeutic modalities. Since the first RCT of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) was published in 1983 (1), RCTs have been generally used to assess the clinical efficacy of TCM. While, as many researchers indicated, RCTs in TCM come with some challenges (2-4). For TCM, the human body is ideally understood as an interconnected dynamical network of mental, physical, and spiritual processes, each of which is constantly affected by the other. Health is understood as an intricate and ongoing balance of these multiple processes, and disease is understood to be a manifestation of imbalance at many levels of the self, which is known as holism (5). The theory makes TCM for diseases are multidimensional; multiple patient-reported, laboratory test, clinician-rated, TCM syndrome outcomes are often used in evaluations of treatment impact of TCM. Differences like these can make it difficult to research TCM with current conventional RCTs. The conventional design of RCTs often selects a single primary outcome that provides a complete characterization of the disease and permits an efficient evaluation of the effect of intervention (6), while TCM looks to many outcomes at once to understand effectiveness. So selecting a single primary outcome may be inappropriate because a single measure may not sufficiently characterize the effect of a TCM intervention on a broad set of domains (7,8). However, at present, this strategy still is the most commonly used in TCM trials. Therefore, the innovation in TCM evaluation methodology is highly demanded.

In this article, we analyze the limitations with the most commonly used outcome assessment method in TCM RCTs, and present an evaluation mode with multiple primary outcomes based on combination of diseases and symptoms. We will conduct a randomized, double-blind, controlled trial with compound Danshen dripping pills for stable angina to explore establishing this evaluation mode.

Limitations with the separate analysis of each outcome in TCM RCTs

Like the recommendation of ICH E9 guideline on biostatistics (6), RCTs of TCM are commonly designed with a single primary outcome, leaving all others as secondary outcomes. The primary outcome is usually Western Medicine (WM)-specific outcome such as physiological or biochemical parameters. TCM-specific outcomes such as tongue and pulse characteristics, symptoms and signs are often listed as secondary ones. When analyzing these multiple outcomes, the common method is separate testing of each individual outcome (9), most often without adjustment for multiple testing.

There are two major drawbacks of this method: (I) because the multiple outcomes are not accounted for in the statistical analysis appropriately, the probability of obtaining statistically significant results by chance may increase (10,11); (II) TCM and WM often hold different viewpoints on diseases because their theories are distinct. TCM emphasizes the improvement in symptoms, while WM may focus on the improvement of objective medical indicators like physiological and biochemical indexes. If we use this strategy in TCM RCTs, the primary WM-specific outcome maybe not show treatment benefit, but all the secondary TCM-specific outcomes show benefit, the results could be difficult to interpret.

Moreover, for TCM clinical trials, the goal is to determine whether one TCM intervention is preferred over one WM intervention based on multiple important outcomes. Separate analysis of each outcome is not accordance with the multidimensional characteristic of TCM for diseases.

Multiple primary outcomes with diseases and symptoms in TCM RCTs

Since TCM for diseases is multidimensional, it is difficult to identify a single most important outcome as the primary outcome to summarize the efficacy of TCM. Multiple WM-specific and TCM-specific outcomes are often required to be analyzed jointly to determine whether a TCM intervention should be recommended. So we present a clinical efficacy evaluation system with multiple primary outcomes based on combination of diseases and symptoms in TCM clinical trials.

The multiple primary outcomes should include three core domains: (I) WM-specific outcome (e.g., physiological and biochemical indicators); (II) TCM
syndrome outcome (e.g., tongue and pulse characteristics); (III) quality of life. This has been widely accepted by TCM researchers (12-14).

Several multivariate statistical methods have been proposed to analyze clinical trials with multiple clinical outcomes, including the use of a linear combination of several outcomes, comprehensive evaluation method, alpha-adjustment procedures, omnidirectional tests, hierarchical models using latent parameters or hyperparameters, and global statistical test (GST) (15-17). This article highlights the two commonly used methods, GST methodology and alpha-adjustment procedures.

**GST**

GST can combine information from multiple outcomes into a single test of treatment effectiveness and take into account the correlations among outcomes (18). The strength of GST is it can test a treatment’s global benefit across different outcomes and determine whether a treatment is preferred to use. When a treatment shows improvement on all target outcomes, the GST often has a higher power than tests of single outcomes or other multiple test procedures. While the weakness of GST is they generally permit only global, not component-specific, conclusions, leading to difficulties in interpretation (19).

O’Brien proposed a nonparametric GST procedure, a rank-sum-type test, which is based on the rank of each individual outcome among the combined observations from two samples (20). It does not require a common treatment effect assumption and can be applied to outcomes measured in different scales (suppose $X_{ijv}$ is the observation of the $v$ outcome from subject $j$ in group $i$, let $R_{ijv}$ be the rank of $X_{ijv}$, the patient’s ranks for each outcome are summed, and then assess whether outcome measures from one group are consistently larger than outcome measures from the other group).

$$T = \frac{\bar{R}_i - \bar{R}_j}{\sqrt{\sigma_i^2/n_i + \sigma_j^2/n_j}}, \bar{R}_i = \frac{1}{k} \sum_{v=1}^{k} R_{iv}, \bar{R}_j = \frac{1}{k} \sum_{v=1}^{k} R_{jv} / n_j$$ \[1\]

A unified interpretation of nonparametric GST can be provided through the use of global treatment effect (GTE). GTE is defined as an average of probabilities of treatment benefit on multiple outcomes; it plays a similar role as the traditionally used effect size in study design (21). The interpretation of GTE is uniform; no matter what measurement scales are used, the GTE is unchanged. GTE takes value between –1 and 1, when GTE =0, there is no global preference between two groups, when GTE =1, the treatment is most preferred, when GTE =–1, the treatment is least preferred. Larger positive GTE values correspond to higher degrees of treatment preference (22). The GST utilizing GTE can compare treatments based on a treatment’s multidimensional performance and provide a single test for global interpretations on whether a new treatment should be advocated.

$$\theta = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \theta_i / k, \theta_i = (1/n_i n_j) \left\{ 2 \sum_{j=1}^{n_v} R_{ijv} - n_v (n_i + n_j + 1) \right\}$$ \[2\]

**Alpha-adjustment procedures**

Alpha-adjustment procedures are multiple tests with adjustment to the overall significance level (23). The advantage of these methods is that they can test whether there is any treatment difference on any single outcome and control the family-wise Type I error rate (FWER). While clinical interpretations can be difficult in the presence of multiple conflicting results, and the methods can’t give a global assessment of a treatment’s benefit on multiple outcomes, especially when treatment demonstrates both beneficial and detrimental effects on different outcomes (24).

A number of methods have been proposed to adjust significance levels for the analysis of multiple outcomes, including Bonferroni test, Simes, James and Hochberg procedures (25). Of all the methods in practice, Bonferroni test is the most well known and has strong appeal because of its ease of use (26), it is an approximate method based on the probability of obtaining a false positive and compares each single outcome’s P value with the adjusted level of $a/K$ rather than $a$, where $K$ is the total number of outcomes.

The Bonferroni test assumes that the multiple outcomes are independent, it may suffer from poor statistical performance when outcomes are highly correlated, which is a major drawback of the Bonferroni procedure (27). While in practice, it is often not an...
appropriate assumption, these multiple outcomes are usually correlated because they measured related quantities in the same patients. By ignoring these correlations, we will obtain a less precise estimate of the treatment effect.

Qian Shi introduced an adaptation of the Bonferroni procedure (28), a correction factor based on intraclass correlation (ICC) is applied to the Bonferroni test to account for the correlation of multiple outcomes, and this method can overcome the shortcomings of the standard Bonferroni adjustment yet maintains its advantages. 

$$\alpha^* = \frac{\alpha}{K^*}, \quad K^* = (K + 1) - [1 + (K - 1)r]$$  \[3\]

For traditionally designed RCTs with multiple outcomes, the correlation of outcomes is always estimated according to clinical experience or published researches, maybe the estimation is often inappropriate in a certain extent, and the evaluation of treatment effect will be less precise. It is helpful to prespecify the correlation among multiple outcomes when we adopt the adaptive design adjustment method in the design of RCTs (29).

### Using adaptive design to calculate correlation of multiple primary outcomes

An adaptive design is defined as a clinical trial design that uses accumulating data to decide on how to modify trial and/or statistical aspects of the study as it continues, without undermining the validity and integrity of the trial (30,31).

In a TCM clinical trial with multiple primary outcomes, the strategy of one stage adaptive design can be used, when all patients completed the trial and data collection, we can calculate ICC of multiple primary outcomes with blind adjustment (29), apply the adaptation of Bonferroni procedure introduced by Qian Shi (28) to adjust alpha of each outcome, then unblinding the data and do statistic analysis.

The adaptive design can resolve the inappropriate correlation estimation among multiple primary outcomes when started RCTs. In addition, the correlation calculation is under blindness and can control the FWER.

### Establishing an evaluation mode with multiple primary outcomes based on combination of diseases and symptoms in TCM clinical trials

As we mentioned above, in TCM RCTs, the most commonly used outcome assessment method, separate analysis of each outcome, has been reported to have some limitations. So we introduced the combination evaluation of multiple primary outcomes including diseases and symptoms outcomes, which can reflect the efficacy of TCM comprehensively and objectively. We used one stage adaptive adjustment strategy to estimate the correlation among multiple primary outcomes in blindness, then introduced an adaptation of the Bonferroni procedure which accounts for correlated data to calculate the alpha of individual outcome. GST using the O’Brien ranking procedure and the corresponding GTE measure were used to assess the treatment’s global impact.

The adaptive design can resolve the inappropriate correlation estimation among multiple primary outcomes. The nonparametric GST proposed by O’Brien can provide an overall test of multiple outcomes, with separate reports of individual outcome using an adaptation of the Bonferroni procedure, can provide useful additional information. We hope that the introduction of this approach will provide methodological aid for the assessment of holistic therapeutic effect of TCM.

### Example

We will conduct a randomized, double-blind, controlled trial to explore establishing an evaluation mode with multiple primary outcomes based on combination of diseases and symptoms. The total target sample size is planned at 60 participants with stable angina, with a balanced (1:1) treatment allocation. In the intervention group, patients will take compound Danshen dripping pills plus simulated isosorbide dinitrate, patients in the control group will take isosorbide dinitrate plus simulated compound Danshen dripping pills. The treatment period for the trial drugs was 8 weeks. The primary outcomes will be electrocardiogram (ECG) efficiency, TCM syndrome score and quality of life (Figure 1).
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